pH-impedance in Practice

17th October 2019

UCL Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health, London

09:10-09:30 Registration with refreshments

09:30-09:45 Welcome and day overview
Efstratios Saliakellis / Anna Rybak

09:45-10:15 Short introduction on gastroesophageal reflux in children
Anna Rybak

10:15-10:45 Preparation of the patient an equipment (with demonstration)
Hannah Cronin

10:45-11:30 Practical tips for the trace analysis (step by step with case)
Kornilia Nikaki

11:30-12:00 Coffee break

12:00-13:30 Hands-on
all

13:30-14:00 Lunch

14:00-14:30 Difficult cases (CF, oesophageal dysmotility, aerophagia)
Efstratios Saliakellis

14:30-16:00 Hands-on
all

16:00-16:15 Closing remarks
Efstratios Saliakellis / Anna Rybak